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Introduction
Luminescence studies offer a highly sensitive probe of defect structures in insulating materials with techniques such as photoluminescence (PL), cathodoluminescence (CL), radioluminescence (RL) and thermoluminescence (TL), etc. Each technique has a vast literature with data from hundreds of materials. It is thus surprising to find a phenomenon that had not previously been noted in the last 60 years of TL data. Nevertheless, the current observations of differences between the TL peak temperatures of a set of emission lines, from the same rare earth dopants, has remained unnoticed. This article summarises these unfamiliar features that have been observed from several types of material with the same high sensitivity spectrally resolved TL equipment.
Thermoluminescence is of particular importance because of its applications in radiation dosimetry, as well as the ability to thermally separate different features from trapping and luminescence sites [e.g. [1] [2] [3] . Polychromatic recording is invariably used for dosimetry, but for more fundamental analyses the TL heating data require detailed spectral recording. Broad band luminescence spectra are common features linked to intrinsic defect sites; by contrast, signals from rare earth dopants are characterised by narrower bands, or line spectra. In each case, there can be both changes in the overall emission pattern with temperature and movements of the peak wavelengths. Major spectral changes are normally considered to be evidence of different defect sites. In continuously excited signals (PL, CL or RL) steady spectral movements as a function of temperature can indicate that the relevant defect sites are basically unchanged. By contrast TL signals occur over limited temperature ranges resulting from charge transfer between trapping and recombination sites. Here the temperature monitors the transfer barrier, even if the emission site is common to many TL peaks. The TL spectra from rare earth sites can vary significantly in terms of the number of lines, and their relative intensities. Such differences are unlikely if there is separation of the traps and the rare earth (RE) recombination sites, thus close links between traps and the rare earth sites must be considered.
Evolution of Thermoluminescence models
Thermoluminescence (TL) is a simple process in which exposure to ionizing radiation, or UV light, can produce free electrons and/or holes. These become trapped at imperfections. Subsequent heating releases the charges and, during their recombination and return to a ground state, the energy release is in the form of light. This is a potential dosimeter for ionizing and UV radiation, as in favourable conditions the trapping sites are stable at ambient temperature, and eventually the read-out stage offers an integrated signal proportional to the radiation exposure. A high percentage of insulating materials display TL; the personnel dosimetry market is large, and so there have been hundreds of publications proposing new, or better, dosimeters. In the initial idealised models, Fig. 1 , the trapping and recombination sites were assumed to be separate and it was then simple to model the processes in terms of a trap depth (E) and an attempt to escape frequency (ν). For applications, the progress has been with a mixture of understanding the complex properties of imperfections and intelligent empirical experimentation. The requirements are a material that is stable during storage, produces a high light output for a small radiation exposure, and emits strongly in the frequency range where photomultiplier tubes are efficient. High heating rates improve dosimetry analysis by reducing background noise, although they compromise accurate temperature measurements.
Even by the 1960s it was apparent that for successful dosimeters, such as TLD100, the simplistic model was inappropriate. This material is doped LiF, which is a favourable equivalent for radiation absorption in tissue. examples are documented via techniques such as site selective spectroscopy [4, 5] in which scanning with high resolution excitation spectra reveal equally detailed changes in the emission from nominally the same type of rare earth site. Luminescence does not provide lattice structure details, but in paramagnetic resonance studies of RE ions, such as ENDOR (electron nuclear double resonance) [6] , the local distortions of the lattice are observable over many neighbouring atoms. Even more distant trap/recombination site interactions have been monitored. For example, at low temperature, a shifting pattern of exciton emission data from GaP [7] was modelled to confirm that pair-related exciton line spectra from electron/hole binding were measurable up to separations of some 50 neighbouring ionic shells.
The long-range interactions between rare earth dopants and structural defects are also evident in technological applications, such as rare earth laser systems, where the impurity clustering as a function of dopant concentration, and interactions with defects (from surfaces, dislocations, and intrinsic defects) all change the luminescence properties of relative intensity of emission lines, excited state lifetimes and laser performance [8] .
Overall, the defect literature indicates considerable complexity, and distortions in the imperfections and these are apparent in a sensitive technique such as TL. In reality it also [12] and impurity nanoparticle precipitates [13] .
Overall the improvements in understanding the complexity of defect structures, and their influence on TL has moved a long way from the simplistic original thoughts on isolated unique-valued parameters of TL, as envisioned in the historic models. These did not consider the present thoughts on changing rare earth emission spectra with glow peak temperature, nor the possibility that, from the same rare earth dopant, the emission wavelengths could differ in their TL temperature. However, in hindsight, one can sense these features in earlier publications. Defect models now require the realisation that many of the sites are complexes of dopants and impurity sites, and indeed the traps and recombination sites may be intimately linked.
Experimental background
The thermoluminescence data discussed here were collected with a sensitive wavelength multiplexed spectrometer system [14] . Collection spans temperature ranges from 20 to 673 K. (Note, however, that dosimetry data are conventionally discussed in o C). Since the data are either collected with a cryostat in a low temperature range from 20 to 300K, or with a heater system above room temperature, the discussion refers to these different systems as low or high temperature TL. In order to have good thermal contact in the low temperature range, where thermal conductivity of insulators is poor, the cryostat is typically heated at 6 degrees per minute, but above room temperature 15 degrees per minute maintains thermal control. By contrast, the TL dosimetry recording systems may operate at a heating rate of 300 degrees per minute as only the integrated signal is important.
Excitation of thermoluminescence was with X-ray irradiation either at 20K (for the "low" temperature data, or at room temperature for the "high" temperature TL measurements.
The X-ray energies used were variously 15, 20 or 25 keV. Radiation doses were typically 5
Gy.
High spectral sensitivity is achieved with f/2.2 optics, and two diffraction grating spectrometers using photon imaging tube detectors (from Photek Ltd, UK). The use of two gratings allows grating and detector optimisation for each of the UV/blue and green/red spectral regions. It also avoids signals produced by second-order diffraction, and high grating efficiency is maintained over the entire range of each spectral range. The Photek detectors have peak quantum efficiencies of ~ 50%. In addition to TL, the system has facilities for RL, CL and PL.
Samples described here range from rare earth dosimetry powder of rare earth doped magnesium orthosilicate from The China University of Geosciences, to single crystals of Nd:YAG (Roditi corporation) and alkaline earth fluorides (Harshaw Chemical company and the University of Kent).
4 Multiline rare earth spectra recorded during thermoluminescence.
As mentioned, an oversight of previous analyses was to not recognise that for a multiline emission spectrum from rare earth ions the glow peak temperatures are not identical at each wavelength. The changes are not random but, as shown below, are linked to the higher-energy states of the ions that define the emission wavelength. Two clear examples of this effect are apparent in the spectra of TL from terbium or europium doped magnesium orthosilicate dosimetry powder [15] . Conceptually, these are not ideal examples as the dosimetry powders are sensitive to dopant concentration and their thermal processing.
However, there are many other examples of RE ions in crystalline hosts that display identical behaviour, and some will be mentioned. Values are listed in Table I .
The same behaviour pattern is noted during heating whilst recording the radioluminescence (RL), as included on Fig. 2(c) . Heating to stimulate RL at just 6 K/minute means that not only does one generate RL from the system, but there is an additional component from the ionisation that adds a TL component to the signal. Whilst this is normally an unwanted feature it has the benefit that for all lines the signals are strong and, as in this case, temperature differences between responses of different Tb transitions are evident.
Note that the continuous stimulation with RL prolongs the TL component, and so the peak temperature is normally slightly raised. Figure 3 presents the TL from the same material in measurements above room temperature. In this higher temperature data, there are no differences in peak temperature between different Tb emission lines for this variant of the dosimeter powder. The emission pattern is similar, but not identical, with that at low temperature.
For this type of Tb doped dosimeter material (5wt% Tb and sintered for 6 hours at 1500 o C) the low temperature data show the longer wavelength emissions peak at a lower temperature than those at shorter wavelengths (except for the 622nm emission). The differences are small, but readily resolved at this heating rate of 6 K/min. By contrast, a more sensitive, and differently processed variant of the Tb doped Mg 2 SiO 4 dosimeter powder (1wt % Tb, sintered at 1650 o C) has shown high temperature differences in peak temperature with wavelength. In that example, the data were collected at the very high heating rate of 300 Tb has possible transitions at both 488 and 484 nm from different upper states, but for the broadened lines of TL, and the spectral resolution used in the current experiment, one does not clearly separate these lines. Nevertheless, the grouping of the lines in terms of peak temperature suggests that they are both present. The transitions are indicated on Fig. 4 .
A model for wavelength dependent TL variations
The transition wavelengths have been indicated in Fig. 4 with the patterns from Dieke matched by a parallel difference in the RL heating results. In dosimetry data above room temperature the only difference appears to be that the 484 nm emission is clearly present in the higher state group. Note there is an anomaly that the weak 624 nm emission fits the same energy scheme, but in both the TL and RL values it is some 6 degrees higher than the others originating at the 5 D 4 level.
The correlation between peak temperature and upper state is feasible since the orbital extent of the higher states is greater and this will allow them to couple to a larger volume of the surrounding neighbours than the lower level states. Hence upper and lower states will differ in their ability to gain electrons from nearby traps, because the conditions of tunnelling and barrier crossing will differ for each excited state.
Since close proximity of traps and recombination sites can be maintained at low temperature, wavelength dependent responses influenced by orbital extent will be more pronounced at low temperatures. Well separated trap and recombination sites will be less sensitive to orbital extent. Three possible situations are shown in Fig.5 that would result in wavelength differences in peak temperature.
At the lowest temperatures, extremely close coupling will initially allow electron transfer by tunnelling, and then subsequently by barrier crossing. Hence electrons may first feed directly to the set of L states. This would generate a TL peak at long wavelengths which precedes any short-wavelength signals (from H levels). It is the mechanism shown in Fig. 5 (i). After depletion of immediate neighbour traps, higher temperatures will allow linkage to more distant neighbours (case ii). Here preferential transfer to the L states is inhibited but transfer to the H levels may still commence by tunnelling. With further heating the higher temperatures will allow barrier crossing that will feed both higher-level H states and also the lower-level L rare earth states. The effect is that for this intermediate situation the glow peaks of higher states will occur first. With continued heating to higher temperatures, electrons will cross the barrier and feed all H levels, so there is a changing competition between the states, and relatively the TL intensity from high states will decrease. Finally, for distant sites only long-range charge transport is possible and in this case the competition between transitions from H and L states will be insensitive to temperature (i.e. effectively the classical model of Fig. 1 ).
These three options successfully describe all the data seen here for both types of Tbdoped dosimeter powders. In the case of the Tb doped material reported in Table I the observations suggest that the type (i) tunnelling contribution will initially drive long wavelength emission, giving the peak at 210 K. As the temperature is increased, the balance moves to favour higher-level states, and then this signal peaks at 213 K (i.e. type ii). Above room temperature for this material (at low heating rates) the dominant pathway is from far more distant trapping sites (type iii). Therefore, at the highest temperatures there is minimal difference between the population of the L and H starting levels (i.e. all signals will display the same glow peak temperature).
By contrast for the data of Table II the temperature range in the dosimetry measurements is high (i.e. well above room temperature) so very close trap and RE sites will already have been depleted. In this situation, only mid to long range types of defect sites will be stable. The spectral split between peaks at 377 and 387 o C will then fit the mid-range pattern of Fig. 5 (ii).
Examples of wavelength TL differences from single crystal samples
The dosimeter examples involved extreme heating treatments in their optimisation which generate and retain many intrinsic defects, and are taken for powder grain material where any surface effects may be significant. Many similar features have been noted for RE ions in single crystal hosts and one such, which also reveals the role of thermally generated defects, is for 0. In terms of the upper energy levels the 710 nm emission originates from a lower state ( 2 H 11/2 ) than any of the other lines, and thus is at too low an energy level to be populated by tunnelling, whereas this is feasible for the other emission lines (i.e. it is totally consistent with the proposed model).
To underline that the role of defects adds complexity to the TL, as well as shifting the TL peak temperatures, Table III summarises the differences between the strong low temperature TL feature from a single Nd:YAG crystal before and after grinding it into a powder form. There are more TL peaks from the powder material but they are not as cleanly separated as the example cited in the table. However, the overall effect is to demonstrate that defects alter the luminescence properties, whether induced by thermal treatments, or by mechanical damage. Further, the anomalous behaviour of the 710 nm emission (relative to the other emission lines) is apparent to a lesser extent in the highly defective material. The Eu example of a magnesium orthosilicate powder, Fig. 7 [15] has all the features of types (i), (ii) and (iii) as it successively adds in higher starting states with higher glow peaks temperatures. At low temperature, long wavelength emission occurs, but at high temperature many more lines are activated. Analysis in terms of conventional TL is difficult as the peak separations may be interpreted in terms of distinctly different trapping sites, rather than different means of communication from a trapping site to the RE recombination centre. Values of the peak temperatures and wavelengths are included in Table IV . As for Tb, the temperature dependence can be matched to increasingly higher excited states of the various luminescence lines of the Eu ion, as sketched on Fig. 8 . sensitive. This clarity of separation of peak temperature with increasingly higher starting levels of the Er occurs because all the transitions are from higher levels down to a single ground state (i.e. in contrast with say the Tb and Eu data discussed earlier) [15] . From the modelling of Fig. 4 the entire pattern for Er in this host is from successively more distant (but linked) trapping sites by a mixture of tunnelling followed by barrier crossing.
Discussion and implications
The examples selected here consistently demonstrate that the TL peak temperatures of The example of RE dopants in LaF 3 suggested that the luminescence sites can contain 3 or more dopants, even though there is no requirement for charge compensators. Similarly, the fact that the emission spectra can differ with glow peak temperature implies that there is normally a direct linkage between most trapping and RE emission sites. For isolated traps and RE emission sites one assumes the spectra would be independent of the defect if charge was being transferred via the conduction band. In which case there is no selectivity on the population of the higher energy states, so all wavelengths will then have TL signals at the same temperature, and all will exist at each TL peak.
As noted for the example of exciton emission of GaP [7] extremely long-range interactions exist. Indeed, interactions with surfaces, dislocations and intrinsic defects means that even in very high-grade material (such as rare earth doped laser crystals) the excited state lifetimes and luminescence emission are dominated by defect interactions [8] .
All such evidence supports the proposed model of charge capture from closely associated traps. Here the alternatives are phrased in terms of transfer of charge via either tunnelling or barrier crossing routes. But one cannot exclude the fact that in the many structural variants of the trap and RE site combinations there may be some situations of a low barrier which is indistinguishable in TL from a tunnelling process. Steady-state luminescence decay over a range of temperature may offer a distinction as the kinetics of tunnelling can be athermal [1, 17] .
The data support the concept that there is frequently a range of close associations of dopants, defects, charge compensators and lattice distortions to minimize the free energy and/or maintain charge equilibrium. The direct links between trap and recombination sites are desirable as they offer a high luminescence efficiency. Such close proximity favors charge transfer by tunneling, and/or by crossing the intervening energy barrier.
Whilst these data are informative in terms of modelling the various sites and their separation, it implies there will be significant errors in the simplistic determinations of activation energies that are derived from polychromatic signal recording. The rather extreme example with Er shown in Fig.9 indicates that the peak values spread over ~30 degrees.
Conventional TL activation energy analysis with polychromatic signals would therefore be seriously compromised (fortunately it does not change the usefulness of the dosimetry).
The present model also has implications for optically stimulated TL and related techniques, such as infra-red stimulation of luminescence, in dosimetry studies [e.g. 18 -22] where the temperature dependence of tunneling is often considered. However, such data often involve broad emission bands and are therefore more difficult to interpret compared with the current examples of wavelength dependence of the TL from rare earth sites.
A final comment is that, even for luminescence studies for dosimetry (and other applications), it is evident one requires data, with spectral details, over a wide temperature range. The present data are the product of a highly sensitive, wavelength multiplexed spectrometer, with a wide temperature range, and alternative excitation methods. More general construction and use of such systems therefore seems to be a necessary, and informative, addition for many luminescence and surface studies. 
